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Beach Pebble cabinet pulls from SpectraDécor are smooth circles of 100 percent recycled glass on a lead-free pewter base. Nearly 2 inches in diameter, the knobs feel good in the hand as well as on the conscience. The knobs are available in 10 earth-friendly hues, including cloud, moss, sand, spruce, and surf. SpectraDécor, 800.550.1986; www.spectradecor.com.

less is more
The Cutler Anderson Collection of hardware for the home, designed by architect James Cutler in partnership with Reveal Designs, includes door levers, passage sets, and alluringly unassuming cabinet pulls. The 2-inch-by-2 1/2-inch fixture shown here attaches vertically or horizontally on cabinets or drawers. Choose from stainless steel, sandblasted stainless, or oil-rubbed bronze. Reveal Designs, 914.220.0277; www.reveal-designs.com.

inside story
Pad door and drawer fittings are meant to be pushed and pulled.

The line’s manufacturer offers funky designs in finishes ranging from dark bronze and brushed or satin nickel to polished brass and bright chrome. Cut from solid-brass sheets, each piece is precisely machined to accept fine leather or wood-veneer inlays.


—shelley d. hutchins